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Dear Professor Andel,

In response to your letter of request of February 17, 2006, it is my pleasure to report
on the proposed doctoral thesis

Mean and Variance in Markov Decision Processes

by Mgr. M. Sitaf.

In summary, the thesis clearly demonstrates the ability of mr. Sitaf as a rather
complete scientific researcher in a threefold manner:

• By its creative and novel approach
• By its technical rigor leading to formal new results
• By its algorithmic and numerically illustrating the results

The approach followed in the thesis leaves or rather broadens the traditional optimal
expected reward criteria by the inclusion of variance aspects. As shown by the author
this greatly enhances the potential of mathematical optimization of stochastic decision
problems. The thesis has set a number of major steps in this direction in both

• a mathematical form (e.g. by showing a linear growth rate), and
• in practical (computer) possibilities

It can therefore be regarded as highly stimulating and promising for further
exploration and application in a variety of practical fields such as in production and
service industries (e.g. see below). I have no doubt that Mr. Sitaf will have the
scientific qualifications to do so.

More detailed

After the notational introduction in chapter 2, chapter 3 contains a concise overview
of preliminary results on Markov Decision Theory which already expands the
standard uni-chain case to the more general multi-chain case (in such a setting these
results have not been reported before), which illustrates Mr. Sitaf's ability of grasping
the highly technical material and conditions.
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After these technical somewhat cumbersome but necessary 'primers', I highly
enjoyed each of the chapters from chapter 4 onward, as each of them revealed one or
more aspects that go back to the fundamental theory or computational complications
of Markov chains and Markov decision theory.

In chapter 4 an explicit formula is obtained for the variance of the cumulative reward
for Markov chains. This formula is shown to lead to a linear growth rate in time (n).
Such a result may at first glance seem intuitively obvious, but so far it has not been
reported before in the literature (This linear growth rate is comparably important to
the linear growth in diffusion processes as has also been indicated in the pioneering
paper by P. Mandle in 1972).

It essentially transforms the mean variance criterion to a more standard MDP with an
adjusted one-step reward.

As an elegant side result also the special case is worked out for the variance of mean
first passage times. Results from the famous book by Kemeny and Snell (1960) are
hereby extended, as of interest for example to obtain error bound results.

In chapter 5 it then becomes clear that the extension to the controlled case is not just a
notational exercise (as could have been thought). Due to the quadratic feature it
introduces a 'non-linear' complication. The cross terms, such as in (5.23), make this
explicit and have not been reported earlier.

To circumvent this 'un'solvable complication, in chapter 6 different optimality
criteria are formulated and worked out. Particularly, the development of the algorithm
for the mean variance optimality criterion appears to be completely new and is
worthwile in its own right. The computational complications and details and the
numerical illustrations in chapters 6, 7 and 8 nicely complete the thesis and illustrate
its practical potential.

Despite my overall highly positive consensus there are two critical remarks that I
would like to make and to which my questions below will be related to.

1. Though the development of these 'new results' could not have been possible
without a strong underlying intuition, little or no intuitive support is provided
in the thesis itself. Even for a scientific presentation some intuitive support can
still be useful and justified.

2. I highly appreciate the computational approach included and the numerical
and graphical illustration. However, next to the 'toy-problem1 itself also the
two other problems, as taken from Howard's book, are rather 'simplistic' and
'toy-problems'. It would have been much nicer if ' real world' problems would
have been used, of which there are so many. I just mention two:

• In call centers one would like to reduce the 'variance (or extremes)' in waiting
times, given that the expected waiting time meets some norm.

• In blood (platelet) production (at blood banks) (the one in Prague included)
one would like to reduce the probability of a shortage and the large variability
(variance) of unused (outdated) blood platelets (the spill), given that the spill
meets some percentage, say of less than 5%.



Questions to the defendant: Mr. Sitaf (not necessarily all to be answered)

1. Could you provide the intuition of why the variance of the cumulative reward
has a linear growth rate? (one could expect it to be of at least order n2)

2. Do you expect the 'non-linearity' complication (the cross terms as in (5.23)) to
remain for continuous-time Markov chains? Could you suggest its similar
form in this case?

3. If an imprecision (or error) in the data is taken into account (such as in the
one-step reward or in the transition matrix) how would you expect for this
imprecision (or error) to affect this re ward/variance over n periods (will it also
remain linear in n?) (Please explain how in your opinion it can be proven).

4. and 5. Do you think that, and if so briefly describe how, you can fit the call center
and the bloodbank problem into your MDP-framework?

Wishing Mr. Sitaf success with his defence,


